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ARTICLE V. 

THE UNITY OF ISAIAH. 

BY THE REVEREND CHANCELLOR J. J. LIAS, 

HAYWARD'S HEATH, ENGLAND. 

267 

IF I venture to return to my studies of Isaiah, l it is because, 

amid the vast number of details into which the "scientific" 

criticism leads us, the reader may readily lose himself. This 

is one of the reasons why that criticism has been so widely 

accepted. It expresses the sublimest confidence in the truth 

of its conclusions. But the formulre of the criticism itself 

are as complicated as a problem of the higher mathematics. 

And in this impatient age 'it saves a world of trouble to ac

cept the conclusions of the critics, and leave the process of 

thinking entirely in their hands. On the other hand, those 

who doubt on the matter, and are unable to enter into the 

details, are overwhelmed by the confident air which all crit

ics of the German school, whether defeated or victorious, in

variably assume. Like the Germans during the War, they 

are always victors in every battle, and when compelled to 

retire, do so for " strategic" reasons. 

One point which may be restated in this paper is the ques

tion of the right of the critic to call his criticism " scientific." 

The commentary 'on Isaiah in the "Cambridge Bible for 

Schools I' may be consulted as putting the results in a form 

suited to inquirers. M o"e Germano, there are many assertions, 

but few arguments. Almost invariably this or that conclusion is 

introduced by such words as "probably," "possibly," "might 
• Art. II The Unity ot Isaiah," Bibllotheca Sacra, TOI. lull. pp. 

560-691 (Oct. 1915). 
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be," " appears to have," " must have had," " must have been," 
"may be assumed to have been," etc.1 Now this is in itself 

a proof that the criticism so confidently described as " scien,

tific " has no claim to be described as such. The" exact sci
ences .. - and what is not exact is not, strictly speaking, a 

" science" at all- know nothing about "probabilities" of 

any kind. The conclusions are always tested by comparison 
with observation, and not till then are they regarded as esta~ 

lished. Errors, of course, sometimes creep in, because some 
of the conclusions are not absolute, but are only approxi

mative, and are usually known to be such, and are used in 
investigations as the nearest approach to demonstrated fact 

which has yet been made, and near enough for most prac

tical purposes. Observations more minute and more careful 
will, it is felt, be made with improved instruments and im
proved conditions, and their results brought still nearer to the 

actual truth. Then, and not till then, all truly scientific minds 
will accept them. This, as students of science are well aware, 
has constantly happened. But the" discoveries" of the Ger

manizing critics from Eichhorn downwards are not approxi

mations, or even attempts at approximations, but consdst of 

a series of quite new attempts to solve the problem ap
proached. Each school of critics abandons all, or nearly aU, 

of the theories of its predecessor, and starts off afresh on new 

lines of its own. This is not "scientific criticism." It is 

simply guesswork. And hitherto all the guesses have been 
bad ones.' 

1 See Introduction to Isaiah, Cambridge Bible tor Schools, pp. 
IrvlU, lxxv. 

• An excellent textbobk on Natural Science, entitled The Realm 
ot Nature, by Hugh R. Mill, D.Sc., LL.D., tells us that .. atter ob
serving a considerable number ot facts the Investigator Imagines 
a probable cause or explanation, and this explanation Is termed an 
AflPothe8iB." Then he "reasons deductively trom the aaaumed u-
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It will be necessary, for the proper understanding of this 

paper, that the reader should once more be told that the Book 
of Isaiah is, by modern Germanizing critics, dividerl into 

four portions: (A) the actual prophecies of Isaiah himself; 

(B) the work of eight or nine other unknown prophets of 

various dates, some of them consisting of mere scraps of a 
few lines, some of them being definite prophecies going 

into considerable detail; (C) the historical parts of the 
prophet's message; and (D) what was once known as "the 

second Isaiah," namely, the last portion of the book, consist
ing of chapters xl.-lxvi. "A" (used to designate Isaiah's 

"genuine work") consists of all the parts of chap. i.-xxxv. 

which are not assigned to other authors. "B" consists of 

the parts of chaps. i.-xxxv. which are asserted tWt to be by 
Isaiah. " C" consists of chaps. xxxvi.-xxxix. •• D" con

tains what is still, though most inaccurately, called "the 
second Isaiah." Part B consists of seven fragments: chaps. 

xi. 10-16; xii.; xiii.-xiv. 23; xxi. (assigned to three differ

ent writers); xxiv.-xxvii.; xxxiii.; xxxiv.; xxxv.; besides 
xxiii. 15-18, which is supposed to be an appendix to the rest 

of the chapter. Chapter xix. 16-25 is regarded as "possibly 

planation and so arrives at a number of additional facts which 
must exist If the hypothesis be true." In most cases "It Is neces
sary to seek" those facts "by making experiments." "A great 
many tests," he adds, "must be ... realized before the hypothesis 
can be accepted as a true and complete explanation. An explana
tion of facts," se) tested, "Is called a theory, and when a theory Is 
conftrmed by a great number of observations It Is accepted as a 
Law of Nature." This, the author adds, Is "the only test by which 
a theory can be accepted" as such (see pp. 10-12). Criticism, there· 
fore, Is not a " science" In the strict sense of the word 8cience. But 
until at least the critic Is able, without risk at error, to distinguish 
one author from another In known cases of joint authorshiP. he 
bas no right to call upon us to accept his hypotheses as demon· 
atrated facts where such evidence of joint authorship Is lacking. 
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a post-exilic addition" to chap. xix. A glance at this divis

ion will show that the word "probably," and like phrases, 

occur with amusing frequency in the analysis. It does not 
seem to have occurred to the critics that ten thousand" prob

abilities" do not make one certainty, or that a system resting 
on mere probabilities cannot possibly be scientific in the 

proper sense of the word. And there is one vast improbability 

in the whole analysis. It assumes that the Jews had no sort 

of pride in their schools of the prophets, and took no ~are 
to preserve their names. And the fact that in their after his

tory the Jews attached quite an unique importance to their 
scriptures would seem to preclude the possibility that even 

in earlier days they muddled up the writings of a number 

of unknown persons with those of the famous court chap
lain to Hezekiah. The historic portions of the book (called 

C above) have a great importance in c:onnection with the 
distinct statements in Chronicles that the prophets wrote con

siderable portions of the histories in the books of Samuel ano 
Kings. The four chapters called C were obviously Isaiah's 

contribution to the history of his country, as chap. Iii. of 

Jeremiah's prophecy fonns part of Jeremiah's contribution 
to that of the reign of Zedekiah.1 

I passed over some points in my fonner paper which seem 
to me of some moment. Thus the woros It in that day" 

occur 38 times in chaps. i.-xxxv. They occur only once in 

Second Isaiah (D). But many of the quotations in i.-xxxv. 

come from fragments asserted by the critics to have been 

written in the same (post-exilic) era to which D is assigned. 

The fact of their appearance only once in D supports my 

argument against the contention that D cannot have been 
'The words at the end ot Jer. 11. are obviously the words ot a 

later scribe, and have no authority whatever. 
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the work of Isaiah, namely, that it is oftener the subject than 

the date of a writing which conditions the expressions used 

in it. Of the occurrence of the phrase "in that day" in B 

as well as A, I may remark that it occurs 10 times in B, as 
against 27 times in A, which shows about the same propor

tion in each. I f the phrase be absent from long passages of 

B, it is also absent from long passages of A. This consider

ation will explain its absence from D. Where it occurs, its 
occurrence is of course due to the fact that many chapters of 

A and B are devoted to the consideration of some destined 

and awful day of God's judgment. And it should be observed 

that the frequent use of this phrase only occurs in the first 
thirty-five chapters of the book, and in the prophecy of 
'Zechariah, a post-exilic prophet. This tends to stamp Isaiah 

i.-xxxv. as by a single author, and its infrequent occurrence 

in chaps. xl.-Ixvi. is due to a change of subject. At the very 
least there can be no doubt that the coming" day of the 

Lord" forms the leading subject in chaps. i.-xxxv. 

Then we may note that the words "it shall come to pass 

in that day" are of frequent occurrence in chaps. i.-xxxv. 

Of these 6 are in A, and 4 in B, and thus are again distinctive 

of the whole of chaps. i.-xxxv. Beside these there are two 
instances of "and it shall come to pass" without "in that 

day." One occurs in A and one in B. There is also one 

instance of "it sh;lll be said. in that day." This is in B. But 

the occurrence of the phrase in this way strongly supports 
the belief that chaps. i.-xxxv. come from one pen. 

Then take the word "ensign." The Hebrew word occurs 
in v. 26; xviii. 3; xxx. 17; xxxi. 9 (A); xi. 19, 12; xiii. 2 

(B) ; xlix. 22 (D). Thus it is characteristic of the whole of 

Isaiah's prophecies. as distinguished from his historical chap

ters (C). It is seldom found elsewhere in the prophets. 
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Isaiah, again, frequently uses words signifying to " crouch," 

"lay low," "bring low." He does not always use the same 

word, it is true. But the idea common to them all occurs 

very seldom in the other prophets. The words are character

istic of both A and B, and once they occur in D. Thus the 

phra'Se is characteristic of Isaiah as a whole, and seldom oc

curs elsewhere. 

Then the allusions to " rivers" and "streams" as signs of 

prosperity and peace occur in Isaiah far oftener than in the" 

other prophets. Ezekiel, it is true, mentions "rivers" (in 

the plural) as often as Isaiah does. He never uses" streams" 

at all. But in the case of the prophet Ezekiel they occur 

in simple descriptions of s~nery; whereas in Isaiah, as in 

xxxii. 2 (A); xxxiii. 21 (B); and frequently in D, they 

denote sources of wealth and comfort. One expression for 

"streams" only occurs in A (xxx. 25) and D (xliv. 4). In 

A.V. it is translated water courses here. Thus we have here. 

as frequently elsewhere, signs of agreement between A and 

D. Were the critics right, we 'Should have more signs of 

agreement between Band D, inasmuch as all D, and the 

greater part of B, are ascribed by them to the post-exilic 
period. 

God's might is sometimes expressed in the idea that He 

shakes the ear"th', and even the heavens. This idea occurs 

frequently in A and B, but not in D. 

The word "fury" occurs with great frequency in Isaiah, 

Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. In this case it occurs with great fre

quency in D, very seldom in B, and never in A. But we are 

frequently told by the critics that it is D from which all the 

severer descriptions of God's judgments are absent. Let 

them consult chaps. Ii., iix., lxiii., and lxvi. 

It is further remarkable that " Sheol" is only twice in the 
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Old Testament used as referring to the idea of its being the 

habitation or cotldition of the sentient departed. It often 

means no more than "the grave." These two passages are 

chaps. v. 14, 15 (A) and xiv. 9-12 (B). This is a very 

strong sign, indeed, of unity of authorship of chaps. i.-xxxv. 

It has been quite a commonplace of orthodox theology that so 

few passages in the Old Testament indicate the life of man 

after death. And no attentive reader can pass over the marked 

likeness between chaps. xxxiv. 1-8 (B) and lxiii. 1-6 and 

lxiv. 1-3 (D). 

It may be worth while to add that the expression "ships 

of Tarshish" occurs but seldom in the prophets. But it oc

curs in ii. 16; xxiii. I, 13-14 (A); and in Ix. 9 (D). It 

occurs only once more in the prophets (Ezek. xxvii. 25). 

I will conclude with a reference to the larger issues of 

Biblical criticism. Can anyone read Isa. xl.; xli. 15-20 (D), 

·and compare these passages. with chaps. xi. 1-13 (A, B); 

xii. (B; cf. liv. 1 [D]); xxv.; xxvi. 1-4; xxxv. (B), or 

compare xxvi. 12-15 with lxiii. 7-lxiv. 4, and not recognize 

the majesty of the thoughts, coupled with intense devotion 

of spirit and undoubting faith in God's Presence within the 

soul? Only Isaiah and Daniel among the writers of the Old 

Testament display such feeling, and they express them each 

in their own individual manner. One must apologize for 

what must be confessed to be the peddling character of a 

good deal of this criticism. It is (as Dr. Pusey said in his 

treatise on the Book of Daniel) a wearisome and even sick

ening task to track the enemy to his lair in this way. But 

there are some minds which c~n be reached only by showing 

that the enemy is vulnerable on his own ground. One would 

like, however, to conclude this investigation with considera

tions of a larger and more elevating kind, and to point out 
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that no book which was ever written is more instinct with' the 

individuality of a single author than that ascribed to the 

prophet Isaiah, nor any book written of which the power of 

imaginative expression, combined with inward communion 
with God, is more evident. The book, moreover, contains 

prophecies which could not have been foreseen without super

natural assistance, even were we to date it so late as the 

moment when the Word of the Father began His earthly min
istrations; and the ingenuity of purely naturalistic criticism 

has utterly failed to find anyone or anything else to which 

the prophecies of the coming salvation, of its spread through

out the world, and of the " Servant of the Lord" Who was 
(lestined to announce it, could possibly have referred but to 

Him whose career on earth, and extraordinary influence 
after He ceased to dwell among us, were as unique as arc 

the amazing prophecies found in one who was long ago 
recognized as "the Evangelical prophet." 
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